Reactivity-based analysis of domain structures in native replication protein A.
Replication protein A (RPA) is an essential heterotrimeric ssDNA binding protein that participates in DNA repair, replication, and recombination. Though X-ray and NMR experiments have been used to determine three-dimensional structure models of the protein's domain fragments, a complete RPA structural model has not been reported. To test whether the fragment structures faithfully represent the same portions in the native solution-state protein, we have examined the structure of RPA under biologically relevant conditions. We have probed the location of multiple amino acids within the native RPA three-dimensional structure using reactivity of these amino acids toward proteolytic and chemical modification reagents. In turn, we evaluated different structural models by comparing the observed native RPA reactivities with anticipated reactivities based on candidate structural models. Our results show that our reactivity analysis approach is capable of critically assessing structure models and can be a basis for selecting the most relevant from among alternate models of a protein structure. Using this analytical approach, we verified the relevance of RPA fragment models to the native protein structure. Our results further indicate several important features of native RPA's structure in solution, such as flexibility at specific locations in RPA, particularly in the C-terminal region of RPA70. Our findings are consistent with reported DNA-free structural models and support the role of conformational change in the ssDNA binding mechanism of RPA.